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For all your Fiserv CheckFree / Aphelion Support queries please email: support@pulsetecsolutions.com 

 

This module includes the following topics: 

• Standard Filters (Page 2) 

• Queries (Page 5) 

• Tags and Tagsets (Page 9) 

 

When running reports, using the batch change features or to create tagsets, the above options 

methods of selecting the required criteria can be used to produce the list of results needed.  

TOPIC 1:  Standard Filters 

Standard Filters can be a quick and easy way to achieve a list of members that meet certain criteria. 

Tick the relevant checkboxes on each tab to get the desired results 

 

The’ Evaluation Date’ relates to the search criteria directly above it.  Eg Status in this instance 

Right mouse into a specific criteria box to show the ‘tag’ and ‘untag’ options for a quick and easy way 

to tag all or untag all options 

 

 

The ‘tag using ‘criteria name’ Browse option allows you to save new searches or load existing searches 
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If creating a new search criteria to use again at a later date or editing an existing list, select all required 

options and then click ‘Save Tags’.  If creating a new list, click ‘Insert’ and enter a name for the new 

list’.  If editing an existing list, highlight the list name.  Click ‘Save’ to save the new or updated list 

If wanting to use an existing search criteria, click ‘Load’ and select the list name required.  Click ‘Load’ 

to upload that list into the current filter search 

 

When using the ‘Groups’ criteria, note that the ‘Include members w/o group’ checkbox is generally 

ticked as a default, therefore any records that do not have a Group nominated will also appear in the 

resulting list.  To select only specific Groups, be sure to untick this checkbox 

 

The default setting for Interests is ‘No match required’.  To be specific with matches for Interests, 

change the option to ‘any’ or ‘all’ tagged. 

Selecting ‘Match any tagged’ will select members who have one or all ticked interests on their record 

Selecting ‘Match all tagged’ will select only members who have all ticked interests on their record 

On the ‘Dates’ tab, enter a specific date range to show all results within that period, or tick the 

‘Outside range’ checkbox to search records that are not within that period 

To search for results up to a specific date, only enter the ‘Ending Date’  
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The default of ‘Both’ for Auto-renew to open ended can be changed if required to result in either only 

auto-renew or only term members 

 

The ‘Fields’ tab allows for more specific search criteria 

Select the criteria required to provide the desired results 

If Tags have been set via another report or through a tagset and these are the only records that 

require searching, change the default of ‘Ignore’ to be ‘Limit to tagged entries’.  Alternatively, use 

‘Exclude tagged entries;’ to search all other records except those already tagged 

Click the ‘Edit Member Tags’ button to select the required tags if using a preset tagset 

 

Once all criteria has been set to achieve the desired result, click ‘OK’ to produce the results list 
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TOPIC 2:  Queries 

If using the Query option in a Memorised Spreadsheet, select the required ‘Spreadsheet Layout’ first 

To use an existing Query, highlight the name of the query and click ‘Select’ 

To modify an existing Query before using it, highlight the name, select ‘Modify’, make the necessary 

changes and then click ‘Select’ to use the new query 

 

To create a new query, click ‘New’ 

Begin creating the new query by selecting one of the fields required in the search criteria 

 

Select ‘Next’ to continue to build the query 

Select the relevant operation needed to obtain the desired results 

 

Click ‘Next’ to continue to build the query 
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Use the dropdown box to the right of the field box if required to select the relevant field entry  

 

Click ‘Next’ to continue to build the query 

Use the ‘AND’ or ‘OR’ buttons to add to the existing query 

Using ‘AND’ will look for members that only have all required criteria on their record 

Using ‘OR’ will look for members that have any of the required criteria on their record 

 

If more than two options are required for the same field name, click on the AND or OR between the 

criteria lines and use the ‘Group’ option to link these so that the system sees these as one set of 

criteria and will then relate the rest of the query to the entire group and not just the last entry in the 

list 
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Use the up and down arrow either side of the ‘Group’ button to extend the grouping to include all 

required criteria 

Highlight the line at the top or bottom of the existing group and click the relative arrow to group 

upwards or downwards 

 

Click ‘AND’ or ‘OR’ to continue to add more criteria 

 

NOTE:  The above query will result in a list showing all members with any of the 6mth membership 

types listed who have a status other than cancelled.    

If grouping was not used in this query, the results would show all members who have either a 6mth 

PIF or 6mth TERM DD membership, regardless of their status and those members who have a 6mth 

VIP membership whose status is not Cancelled 

To run a query on a specific group of members, tag those members using a report with ‘Member 

Tagging’ or a preset Tagset, then use the ‘Tagged record’ field when building your query 

 

 

Once all relevant criteria has been entered, click ‘Finish’  
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If this is a query to be used again in the future, click ‘Yes’ when prompted to save the query 

 

If saving, enter a name that reflects the search criteria for easy referencing in the future and click ‘OK’ 

 

Some reports will give the option to ‘Join and existing query’ or run as a separate query.  Select the 

relevant option to give the desired results 

Query Listing 

A list of all existing queries and their criteria is available in the Reports Module > Memorised > 

Members > Listing 
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TOPIC 3:  Tags and Tagsets 
Tags can be set when running reports to be used in other reports, sending letters or emails, batch 

processing, or to create a tagset to be used in Data Entry or at a later time 

Some reports give the option to use ‘Member Tagging’ 

Tick both boxes to save the results as a fresh set of tags 

Tick only the ‘Set tags from report results’ option if combining the results of another report with this 

one to create a broader set of tags 

 

If wanting to use this list of members at a later date go to Reports > Utilities > Show Edit Tagged 

Members 

Tick ‘Show Tagged Members’ to display those members tagged by the report that was run using 

member tagging 

 

Click ‘Show All’ to show the full database list including unticked members 

Click ‘Save Tags’ to save as a new Tagset or to update an existing Tagset 

To Save a new Tagset, click ‘Insert’, enter a name for the Tagset and then click ‘Save’ 

To update an existing Tagset with the new results, highlight the Tagset to be updated and click ‘Save’ 
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To replace the existing list with the new list of members, click ‘Yes’ when prompted to clear pre-

existing tags 

To add the new list of members to the existing list for that tagset, click ‘No’ when prompted to clear 

pre-existing tags 

 

 

Tagsets can be used in the Data Entry module to access a list of members and have the ability to 

access their records directly  

 

 

The ‘Tags’ option in Memorised Reports and Spreadsheets, Letters, Emails or Batch Processing allows 

the user to select individual members by searching and ticking the checkbox to the left of their name 

or to use preset tagsets to populate the ticks. 

To use preset tagsets, click ‘Load Tags’ and select the relevant tagset to be used 


